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An LSEG Business

London is Mobilising 

Sustainable Finance 
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As a leading global venue for sustainable finance, we are committed 

to continuing to play a leading role in the further development of 

market solutions to mitigate the climate crisis.

‒ The OECD has estimated that to limit global heating to 1.5 degrees pre industrial 

levels, $6.3 trillion of investment will be needed annually.   

‒ Stock Exchanges have for centuries been conveners - bringing together investors 

and the consumers of capital in service of an objective. 

‒ The most important objective of our lifetimes is the just transition to a sustainable 

economy and we believe we have a duty to act and lead.

‒ It’s imperative that we build a financial ecosystem that supports our natural 

ecosystem, which acts as the foundation on which our planet and economies are 

built. 

London Stock Exchange: 

Playing our part to tackle the climate crisis
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Our Sustainable Finance strategy in Capital Markets is focused 

on four key areas to support clients:

‒ Driving best practice in disclosure. Helping issuers 

understand and implement consistent, decision-useful ESG 

disclosures that reflect investor needs and trends in 

regulation

‒ Supporting the growth of the green economy. Improving 

visibility of, and access to capital for green & sustainable 

commercial activities

‒ Enabling the transition to a sustainable, low carbon 

economy. Providing access to capital for transition projects, 

equipping companies with data to help develop credible 

transition plans

‒ Convening the market. Leveraging our important role at the 

centre of the financial ecosystem between corporates and 

investors to help drive the low carbon transition and foster 

engagement 

Financing Sustainability 

to Foster Long Term Growth 
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London-listed Companies Support Global 

Sustainability Initiatives

Source: London Stock Exchange, January 2022

London-listed companies are leading on 

their commitment to the various initiatives 

advocating for disclosure and transparency 

in the growing area of sustainable finance. 

It is vitally important that as the industry 

grows, companies can comply with a global 

standard of ESG disclosure as well as 

comparable ESG targets. London Stock 

Exchange companies are increasingly 

making public commitments on their 

emissions targets, ESG disclosure and 

diversity objectives. One of the key driving 

factors of these growing initiatives is the 

creation of a more supportive regulatory 

landscape which is actively focussed on 

mandating climate-related disclosures 

across industries.

There are 88 companies valued at 

nearly £1,300bn listed on LSE that 

have committed to Race To Zero, 60 

issuers are part of the FTSE 100, 

valued at over £1,200bn and 15 

issuers are part of the FTSE 250, 

valued at £35bn

There are 167 LSE listed companies 

which support the Science Based 

Targets Initiative, of which 61 

companies are FTSE 100 

constituents and 61 companies 

are FTSE 250 

constituents

There are 38 LSE listed companies 

which are part of the TPI, these 

companies are valued at c.£1,937bn 

accounting for 34% of the total 

market cap of LSE 

There are 25 LSE listed companies 

valued at over £1,700bn which are 

part of the CA100+ initiative, of which 

11 companies are FTSE 100 

constituents
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Cross Asset Class Green Focus
Innovating in green economy equities, debt financing and funds

300+

Green & 

Sustainable  

Bonds 

Raised more 

than $140bn*, 

supporting 

renewables, 

water, green 

infrastructure 

and sustainable 

development

250+

ESG

ETFs

Average daily 

value traded in 

2021 is 

$39.1m**, up 

141% on 2020

35

Green

Funds

With an 

aggregate 

value of over 

$20 billion

100+

Green 

Economy 

Companies

Those generating 

50% or more of their 

revenues from 

‘Green Economy’ 

industries, with an 

aggregate market 

capitalisation of 

c.$210bn

100+

ESG

Indexes 

ESG

Green Economy 

Carbon emissions

Carbon reserves

Green Real Estate

Source: London Stock Exchange, January 2022

*£104bn converted to $ as of  01.01.2022

**£28.9m converted to $ as of 01.01.2022
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London Stock Exchange’s Global Sustainable

Finance Offering Covers Every Continent

Latin America

1 GEM company from Brazil worth 

£11m

14 sovereign bonds listed on SBM

from Chile raising £17.3bn

2 sovereign bonds listed on SBM

from Mexico raising £1.7bn

Africa

3 GEM companies worth £111m

7 SBM issuances raising £4.1bn

2 sovereign bonds listed on SBM, 

one from Egypt and one from Benin

United Kingdom

83 GEM companies worth 

£60.3bn

28 Green Funds worth £14.3bn

203 SBM issuances raising 

£49.8bn

Debut sovereign green gilt listed in 

Sept 2021 raising £10bn

Europe (ex. UK)

10 GEM companies worth 

£27.8bn from Germany, Iceland, 

Ireland, Italy and the Netherlands

1 Green Fund worth £828m –

Greencoat Renewables from 

Ireland 

51 SBM issuances raising 

£10.1bn

Greater China

2 GEM companies worth £67.7bn 

- SDIC Power and China Yangtze 

Power 

23 SBM issuances raising 

£11.1bn

9 sovereign bonds listed on SBM, 

from Hong Kong raising £5.4bn

Middle East & Israel

1 GEM company worth £150m –

Lamprell from the UAE was a new 

addition in the 2021 cohort

1 SBM issuance raising £470m

India, South East & East Asia

2 GEM companies worth £77m 

from Singapore and Indonesia

9 SBM issuances raising £2.2bn

Oceania

2 GEM companies worth £169m 

from Australia

3 SBM issuances raising £464m

2 sovereign bonds listed on SBM

from Fiji raising £21m

North America

12 GEM companies worth £3.8bn

6 Green Funds worth £2.0bn

15 SBM issuances raising £5.7bn

Debut green bond from a US muni 

from the San Francisco PUC in Oct 

2020 raising £264m

Debut sovereign green bond from 

the Republic of Korea in Oct 2021 

raising c.£600m
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Sustainable Bond Market
Enhancing London’s leadership in supporting Sustainable Finance

≥90% Green Revenues

Issuer-level Segment

Sustainable bond 

instruments with use of 

proceeds not earmarked 

through direct Use of 

Proceeds mechanism

KPI-Linked

LSE Review Process

Green

Certified Use of 

Proceeds

Example external review:

o Second Opinion

o Third party Verification

MDB bonds can be internally 

verified (e.g. EIB, EBRD) 

Social

Sustainability

LSE Review Process

Transition Segment

Sustainable bond 

instruments with proceeds 

to be used towards 

realising defined transition 

strategy (Use of Proceeds 

or KPI linked)

Transition

LSE Review Process
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Transitioning to low-carbon is a process that starts with understanding companies’ 

preparedness for the transition and progresses to mobilising climate transition plans through 

our markets 

Climate Governance Score 

‒ An assessment of companies' carbon 

management practices and incorporation of 

climate change considerations into business 

strategies. 

‒ Indicating to companies where they are 

now vs where they need to be  

Assess current climate reporting 

and transition planning  

Discover best practice and areas 

for improvement  
Mobilise climate transition plans 

Inform Educate 

Climate Guidance and Training 

‒ Guidance document helps companies 

understand the climate disclosure material 

to investors 

‒ Online training videos explore areas of 

developing climate disclosure regulation 

‒ Offering guidance on how companies get 

to where they need to be 

Facilitate Change 

Equity and Debt Capital Raising 

‒ Companies can leverage our markets to 

raise the capital needed to fund their robust 

transition plans 

‒ Enabling access to capital to transition to 

low-carbon

London’s Climate Transition Offering 
Supporting all companies at every stage of their transition journey
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Climate Governance Score
Helping issuers understand the key climate metrics that investors are focused on
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Average Climate Governance Score by Industry for LSE Issuers

435
No. of London-listed 

companies covered by the 

Climate Governance Score

2.77
Average CGS for FTSE 100 

constituents

What is the Climate Governance 

Score? 

The London Stock Exchange’s Climate 

Governance Score is an assessment of 

companies’ carbon management 

practices and incorporation of climate 

change considerations into

business strategies. It is also a practical 

measure of how far a company has 

progressed towards the core elements 

of climate reporting defined by TCFD. 

However it is not a measure of 

companies carbon emissions nor the 

credibility of their targets.

How is it calculated and who is it 

calculated by? 

The underlying methodology for the 

Score is that of the Transition

Pathway Initiative’s (TPI) Management 

Quality Score (MQS). Using publicly 

disclosed data, TPI assesses the 

progress companies are making on the 

transition to a low-carbon economy in 

line with TCFD recommendations. The 

TPI methodology has academic and 

data rigour, working in partnership with 

the Grantham Research Institute and 

FTSE Russell.

How do issuers access their 

score? 

The Climate Governance Score 

expands the use of the MQS

methodology to all London-listed 

companies in the FTSE Russell

research universe. Eligible companies 

are provided with a score between 0 

and 4 as well as their industry average, 

all from within the issuer services 

platform on a confidential basis.

Source: LSEG, Refinitiv, October 2021
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Legal Disclaimer

This document has been compiled by London Stock Exchange plc (the “Exchange”). The Exchange has attempted to ensure that the information in this
document is accurate, however the information is provided “AS IS” and on an “AS AVAILABLE” basis and may not be accurate or up to date.
The Exchange does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, performance or fitness for a particular purpose of the document or any of the
information in it. The Exchange is not responsible for any third party content which is set out in this document. No responsibility is accepted by or on behalf
of the Exchange for any errors, omissions, or inaccurate information in the document.
No action should be taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon information in this document. The Exchange accepts no liability for the results of any
action taken on the basis of the information in this document.
All implied warranties, including but not limited to the implied warranties of satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement,
compatibility, security and accuracy are excluded by the Exchange to the extent that they may be excluded as a matter of law. Further, the Exchange does
not warrant that the document is error free or that any defects will be corrected.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, the Exchange expressly disclaims all liability howsoever arising whether in contract, tort (or deceit) or otherwise
(including, but not limited to, liability for any negligent act or omissions) to any person in respect of any claims or losses of any nature, arising directly or
indirectly from: (i) anything done or the consequences of anything done or omitted to be done wholly or partly in reliance upon the whole or any part of the
contents of this document, and (ii) the use of any data or materials in this document.
Information in this document is not offered as advice on any particular matter and must not be treated as a substitute for specific advice. In particular
information in the document does not constitute professional, financial or investment advice and must not be used as a basis for making investment
decisions and is in no way intended, directly or indirectly, as an attempt to market or sell any type of financial instrument. Advice from a suitably qualified
professional should always be sought in relation to any particular matter or circumstances.
The contents of this document do not constitute an invitation to invest in shares of the Exchange, or constitute or form a part of any offer for the sale or
subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities or other financial instruments, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of,
or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.
London Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange coat of arms device are registered trade marks of the Exchange. Other logos, organisations and
company names referred to may be the trade marks of their respective owners. No part of these trademarks, or any other trademark owned by the
Exchange can be used, reproduced or transmitted in any form without express written consent by the owner of the trademark.
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London Stock Exchange plc

10 Paternoster Square
London EC4M 7LS

Telephone +44 (0)20 7797 1000
www.lseg.com


